Upgrade your digital learning environment

Education Plus is the ultimate Google Workspace for Education edition. It includes all the enhanced security features and premium teaching and learning tools from Education Standard and the Teaching and Learning Upgrade, and more.* Deploy Education Plus to transform your institution’s digital learning environment.

Take teaching and learning to the next level.
Empower educators to do their best work with upgraded tools that allow them to connect and engage learners from anywhere.

Be proactive against security threats.
Protect your school with advanced tools that provide more visibility, insights, and control – so teaching and learning can continue without interruption.

Always improving.
We’re always improving with feedback from you – adding features and updates to deliver on education needs and goals.

* Learn more about each Google Workspace for Education edition at edu.google.com/workspaceforeducation

Explore Education Plus
edu.google.com/educationplus
Google Workspace for Education

Get additional premium education features

These enhanced tools enable digital transformation with premium teaching and learning capabilities and proactive security features – plus additional storage, Cloud Search, larger meetings, faster support, and more.

**Teaching and learning**

- **Larger meetings.** Connect with up to 250 participants in each virtual meeting, or live stream up to 100,000 in-domain viewers.
- **Enrich class experiences.** Sync Classroom rosters from your Student Information System to manage class rosters at scale. Allow content and tools to be used seamlessly right within Classroom using Classroom add-ons.
- **Promote academic integrity.** Scan for potential plagiarism and use school matches to scan submissions against a school-owned repository of past student work with unlimited originality reports.
- **Increase engagement.** Take advantage of easy to use Google Meet features like recorded lessons, attendance tracking, breakout rooms, Q&A, polling, and more.

**Security and insights**

- **Proactive digital security.** Quickly and easily prevent, detect, and remediate security incidents and track security health.
- **Get more control over your data.** Manage your mobile devices, as well as your data, based on geographic region.
- **Extract insights.** Access analytics by exporting Gmail logs and Classroom logs for analysis in BigQuery or your own tools – and extract from advanced audit logs for Drive or devices.

**Additional features**

Use the power of Google to search for content across your domain, using your institution’s own Cloud Search

**Get help when you need it.**

Resolve problems faster with help from a support team of product specialists.*

* Support is available to institutions that purchase over 200 licenses.

**Give your entire domain the features it needs.**

Since Education Plus is priced by enrollment (per student), your institution can bring Education Plus benefits to the entire education community. For every four student licenses bought, you’ll receive one staff license. The minimum purchase requirement is determined by school size, so you never purchase more than you need.
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